
IMPACT OF THE ENGLISH REFORMATION AND

Shortly after the Act of Supremacy came into place, King Henry VII enacted the Treason Act. This law, passed in made
it punishable by.

The culmination of centuries of Catholic corruption, or a bit of a fluke? Once he knew how much to take, he
took. English policy became increasingly repressive in Ireland, importing Protestant landowners to oppress the
locals who resisted conversion. The frustration of reform measures in the Parliaments of and led some into
formal separation. Top Changing attitudes Becoming Queen in Mary, Edward's devoutly Catholic sister, was
always going to have a tough time undoing twenty years' work. By its nature unexpected, it is also
unpredictable, and shaped as much by environment and chance as by its progenitors. His increasing
desperation to secure release from his marriage to Catherine of Aragon forced him to contemplate radical steps
that went very much against the grain of his own instinctive theological conservatism. The prevailing mood
among historians has been to regard the translation of England to Protestantism as largely accidental, and
certainly grudging. Top The new, insecure regime For the first decades those who opposed the religious
policies of the Elizabethan government could take comfort from the evident insecurity of a regime embodied
by a mature, childless Queen who obstinately refused to marry and whose nearest heir was the Catholic Mary
Queen of Scots. After the stop-start policies of Edward and Mary, it had 45 years of Elizabethan rule to bed
down. If England became a Protestant country, it is argued, it did so largely at the behest of its rulers and
against its better judgement. Two thirds of all the land was sold to the laity and the money squandered in
vanity wars against France. The consequence of a European power vacuum, or grand theological debate?
Mary, Edward's devoutly Catholic sister, was always going to have a tough time undoing twenty years' work.
Mary did her best, reinstating Catholic doctrines and rites, and replacing altars and images, but she
handicapped herself by martyring almost ordinary men and women, as well as bigger names like Cranmer.
Most were far more radical than their Queen, as were the clergy who filled the parishes vacated by resigning
Catholic priests. In this respect the Reformation in England would follow a model much closer to that of
Scandinavia than Germany or Switzerland. It was a determination to preserve England as a Protestant nation
that gave James VI and I his opportunity and which would doom his son Charles when his actions threatened
to undermine this cherished identity. How did it affect Durham? Further doctrinal reform was halted by the
Act of Six Articles in and following Cromwell's sudden fall the next year the court hung between religious
conservatives and radical reformers with the Reformation stuck in the mud. The progress of the Reformation
in England was closely bound up with Henry's personal affairs. The severity of the Treason Laws increased
alongside anti-Catholic sentiment, effectively killing it as any real force by driving it underground for the rest
of her reign. They led early sixteenth century popes to resist reform and bolster their own position by using
their spiritual power, along with war and diplomacy, to become territorial princes in Italy, building their bank
accounts on the way. Well, it is down to all of those, really. But luck struck again, and by her death in the
country was united as had not been possible in the previous century, both by a common religion and a
common enemy. On Edward's death in , the changes were reversed easily by his Catholic half-sister, Mary 
Provided no comfort by Catholic ritual and horrified by abuses in Italy, he concluded that salvation was a
personal matter between God and man: traditional church ceremonial was irrelevant at best and at its worst -
the sale of indulgences, for example - fraudulent. But for all the work carried out in his name, Henry was
never a Protestant. They still do. That legacy still lingers, and the abiding sense of anti-Catholicism remained
potent enough to be a cause of the Civil War a century later. Luther's ideas were white hot and they spread
fast. The screen was subsequently dismantled, and this block was found reused in one of the buildings of the
Cathedral College. They soon reached England and were discussed by academics here, most notably the White
Horse Group who were named after a Cambridge pub where scholars would meet, drank and put the world to
rights. But it was too late. Even from the beginning of the reign there were evident proofs of this in an
ambitious foreign policy which led swiftly to confrontation with the leading Catholic powers. The faith would
become so deeply ingrained that in the seventeenth century both nations would defend their religious affinity
with a passion that verged on bigotry. She had to inject some stability. Had she succumbed to smallpox in , a
religious civil war might easily have followed.


